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Physical activity is regarded as an important component of a healthy lifestyle. Several social and environmental factors have systematically emerged as barriers to low leisure time physical activity (LTPA), for example, lack of money, low social support due to lack of supportive family or friends, and living in high crime rate areas. Low LTPA has been found to be strongly associated with low socioeconomic status groups where psychosocial stressors have been suggested to play a mediating part.1,2

The overall aim of this study was to investigate the association between work and non-work related stressors, respectively, in relation to low LTPA in a general population sample. Our main hypothesis was that psychosocial stressors would act as barriers to physical activity thus generating sedentary behaviour as measured by LTPA.

METHODS

The Scania health survey was conducted during the period of November 1999 through April 2000. After excluding refusals, non-contacts, and other non-responding groups, the final sample consisted of 13,715 persons, making the response rate 59% of the sample size. A self administered questionnaire provided information regarding health related behaviours, sociodemographic characteristic, and psychosocial factors. Our analysis was restricted to currently employed people (52% of the sample population) yielding a study population of 7,169 subjects (3,877 men and 3,292 women). Odds ratios for low LTPA in relation to psychosocial variables were calculated using two logistic regression models, model one with adjustment for age, model two with adjustment for age, socioeconomic status, marital/cohabiting status, ethnicity, and physically active work.

Work related stressors

We used the instrument developed by Karasek and Theorell to assess psychosocial environment at work and to measure psychological job demands and job decision latitude.3,4 Wish to change profession describes whether a person is experiencing enclosure in the work situation (yes or no). Working hours per week was defined either as “regular” or “overtime”, and termed often if it was a monthly occurrence. Lack of influence on overtime work was a simple yes or no question.

Non-work related stressors

Social participation describes how actively the person takes part in the activities of formal and informal groups in society. A high daily stress level was defined as often being daily stressed. Economic stress was estimated as people who cannot pay their bills on a regular basis—that is, have had difficulties once every other month for the past year.

Social trust reflects the person’s sense of security in the society they live in and to what extent they trust one another. Social anchorage in neighbourhood describes to what extent the person belongs to and is anchored within formal and informal groups. Emotional support is equal to having a supportive environment through family and friends. Instrumental support is equal to having access to help with practical matters.

The level of leisure time physical activity was measured by asking respondents “how much do you move and exert yourself physically on leisure time, domestic work excluded”, and was assessed by a multiple choice question with four alternatives (low, moderate, regular, and vigorous) The outcome measure Low leisure time physical activity behaviour was categorised as “spending most of the time reading, doing...
needlework, watching television, going to the cinema, or doing other non-physical activities”. This sedentary group does not accumulate 30 minutes or more of moderate LTPA every day of the week and are therefore to be considered as a risk group as suggested in an important published public health message from 1995. The four category item has been compared with more detailed measures of LTPA where the category of low physical activity has been known to have high validity.

RESULTS

Low education and low occupational status was strongly associated with low LTPA (table 1). Overall, psychosocial factors not related to work showed strong associations with low LTPA, where somewhat different patterns of association could be seen in men and women as shown in table 2. Work related stressors generally showed weak associations with low LTPA in women, while non-work related psychosocial stressors showed stronger associations. However, male subjects were found to be more likely to have low LTPA if exposed to overtime work, “passive” work situation, “job strain”, and “a wish to change profession”. Adjustment for confounders (socioeconomic status, marital/cohabiting status, ethnicity, and physically active work) did not change the result in a major way (table 2).

DISCUSSION

Regarding the measures of non-work related stress there were overall significant associations with low LTPA. For both men and women low social participation was strongly associated with low LTPA. This is consistent with the results from other studies that support the notion that social participation is an important determinant for health related behaviours. Furthermore, other studies have reported that...
lack of money and lack of time are important barriers for physical activity.\(^7\) \(^8\) Economic distress and a high daily stress level seemed to be more important as potential barriers for men than for women.

Long term illness, measured as being ill, or disabled for a long time, can restrict the possibilities and willingness to exercise and is a potential confounder. However, when adjusted for age and long term illness the results remained nearly unchanged.

Pearson’s two tailed correlation test was performed to investigate the relations between the concepts of work and non-work related stress. “A high daily stress level” was correlated with many work related stressors, for example, “Wish to change profession” (0.132 \(p<0.001\)), “Often work overtime” (0.157 \(p<0.001\)), and “Job strain model” (0.263 \(p<0.001\)), showing that this variable stretches over both concepts.

Stressful life situations are likely to affect a person’s wellbeing and the health related behaviours. For example, having a very good marital relationship improves psychological wellbeing and in reverse a low job support worsens it.\(^9\) That is to say that a bad domestic situation (for example, low support) may affect working life negatively and poor working conditions (for example, job strain) may affect domestic life. Although the concepts of work related and non-work related stress are likely to have an impact on each other, studies have shown an independent effect in both directions.\(^{10}\) Finally, there is a suggested positive “spill-over” effect of a positive job experience into leisure time activities leading to healthier behaviour. A negative job experience is less likely to be counterbalanced in leisure time by healthy activities such as physical activity.\(^{11}\) Poor working conditions seemed to affect men somewhat more negatively than women, in relation to low LTPA. However, the result from this should be confirmed by a prospective study, because of the problem with causal direction in cross sectional studies.
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